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ABSTRACT
In optimal blood cell formations, the spatial orientation of the erythrocytes is
singular, free moving and often colliding with one another. Blood is responsible for
the distribution and transport of oxygen from the lungs to the cells of the body and to
remove carbon dioxide from the cells and transport it back to the lungs. 1 2 Blood is
also responsible for the transportation of nutrients, hormones and wastes, temperature
control, pH, electrolyte balance and the immune system function of the white blood
cell components. 3
The ability of blood to carry out these functions is dependent upon a plethora
of factors, however abnormal spatial orientations, rouleau and erythrocyte
aggregation (EA), are two related anomalies that may significantly inhibit these
functions. 4 5 6 7 8 Erythrocyte aggregation is the tendency of erythrocytes to form
aggregates whose shapes change according to normal variations or pathological
conditions. 9 Consequently these anomalies cause changes to flow dynamics and
predispose the inability to carry out transportation activities and decrease functional
capillary density (FCD) or decrease erythrocyte surface area, also decreasing
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functional efficiency. 10 Functional capillary density is the determination of the
number of capillaries in an area that has erythrocyte flow and relates to the subsequent
ability of the blood to deliver nutrients, fluid and solute exchange, and waste product
excretion. 11 Red blood cell aggregation has a significant impact on functional
capillary density. 12 13
Live blood cell analysis using darkfield microscopy is a well documented
method to demonstrate subtle effects that may be caused by nutritional deficiencies or
environmental factors such as electromagnetic radiation. 14 15 It is now common
knowledge that there are negative physiological effects of cell phone usage. 16 17 18 19
Darkfield microscopy can be used to document the changes to live blood such as
erythrocyte aggregation and rouleau caused by the combination of factors germane to
cell phone usage. 20
A geometric fractal piezoelectric liquid crystal polymer capable of generating
a magnetic noise field is used in the construction of a cell phone chip that has been
shown to significantly decrease the physiological effects of electromagnetic radiation
by altering the waveform of the radiation. 21 22 23
By examining all live blood samples and comparing the control, non-noise
field samples and noise field mediated samples to the standard accepted value for
optimum appearance of blood samples via darkfield microscopy, it has been
demonstrated that the radiation effects from the combination of the cell phone, carrier
wave and concomitantly transported information packets cause adverse effects to
blood. Subsequent live blood cell evaluation after irradiation with the intervention of
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the passive noise field polymer has been shown to eliminate these radiation effects.
Since radiation effects were reduced in the blood, the benefits of the reduction of the
radiation effects by the passive noise field polymer to the entire organism must be
considered to have occurred simultaneously.
INTRODUCTION
Blood is the most unique organ in the body and all physiological functions are
totally dependent on the capability of this diverse fluid to carry out a number of
functions. The primary functions of blood involve the distribution and transport of
oxygen from the lungs to the cells of the body and to remove carbon dioxide from the
cells and transport it back to the lungs. 24 Blood is also responsible for the
transportation of nutrients, hormones and wastes, temperature control, pH,
electrolyte balance and the immune system function of the white blood cell
components. 25
Currently investigators have corroborated the previous epidemiological
research, including the near decade long thirteen-country Interphone study, and have
identified an undeniable link between the full spectrum of electromagnetic radiation
(EMFs) and a diverse range of diseases such as cancer, leukaemia, neurodegenerative
disorders, impaired fertility and hormonal disruption. 26 27 28 29 30 With the inundation
of our environment by several pervasive forms of wireless technology, investigators
findings have been able to determine a relationship between radio frequency magnetic
fields such as those generated by cell phones and their towers and disease related to
documented genetic damage to peripheral blood lymphocytes, 31 micronuclei 32 33 ,
blood brain barrier (BBB) leakage 34 35 36 and brain tumours. 37 Further research has
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implicated radio frequency radiation in causing sleep disorders 38
physiological anomalies 40 .

39

and many other

Dr. I. V. Smirnov has invented a geometric fractal piezoelectric liquid crystal
polymeric passive noise field catalyst that creates an active magnetic spatially
coherent noise field in all directions when stimulated by any wavelength or frequency
of electromagnetic radiation. It is known as molecular resonance effect technology
(MRET). Spatially coherent magnetic noise fields have been shown to interfere with
the physiological reception of the damaging components of radiation at the cellular
level and overall offer a form of shielding and consequently no damage can ensue. 41
42 43 44 45 46 47 48
“A spatially coherent but temporally random noise field
superimposed on a coherent ELF signal will defeat the mechanism of discrimination
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against noise, and any observed field-induced bioeffects would be suppressed.” 49 The
MRET noise field catalyst has also demonstrated the benefits consistent with other
magnetic noise fields. 50
Live blood cell analysis acts as screening format for haematological status
which is representative of nutritional and environmental effects on the health of an
individual. The procedure, using a darkfield microscope, is significantly different
from standard microscopy. With this technique, light does not travel directly through
the specimen, but comes in from the sides and only the light which is reflected by the
specimen is viewed against a dark background creating a highly contrasted image. 51
Through the use of darkfield microscopic imaging, the visible haematological
effects of radio frequency radiation (RFR) generated by a cellular phone usage were
profiled. The introduction of the MRET/ERT polymeric catalyst to the cell phone
gave visual evidence of the occurrence of a physiological change: the subsequent
reduction and/or elimination of the Radio Frequency Radiation effects.
METHOD
The selection criteria used for subjects was designed to reflect a normal crosssection of the existing population and therefore the only subjects who were rejected
were those who had used a cell phone within the two hour period preceding the
experiment.
Three samples consisting of one drop of blood each were drawn from each of
the subjects in the following manner: The subject’s finger was punctured using a
blood lancet. An initial drop of blood was expressed and discarded. A second drop of
blood was drawn from the finger tip of the subject and placed on the specimen slide.
A cover slip was placed over the sample. The slide was examined under a microscope
and designated to be the control sample. A digital camera was attached to record
results.
The same subject then used an unshielded cell phone Nokia model 6085 in the
standard operating position for fifteen (15) minutes, engaged in receiving sound in
some form. A drop of blood was taken from the finger tip and observed under the
microscope using the same procedure as listed previously. This was designated to be
the unprotected sample. The results were recorded on a digital camera.
After thirty minutes another drop of blood was drawn from the subject to
make sure cell phone effects have disappeared and control status had been achieved.
If RF radiation effects were still visually apparent, another fifteen minutes were
allowed to lapse and the step was repeated. When a control status sample was
achieved, the investigator proceeded to the next step.
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The subject used a Nokia 6085 cell phone, in the standard operating position
for fifteen (15) minutes, engaged in receiving sound in some form. In this stage of the
investigation a passive noise field polymer (MRET/ERT) in the form of a cell chip
was affixed to the posterior surface of the phone. A drop of blood was taken from the
finger tip and observed under the microscope. The results were recorded digitally.
All results were analysed and compared.
RESULTS
All images were recorded on a digital camera that was affixed to the
microscope eyepiece. The microscopic images from the control, unshielded and
shielded blood samples are displayed.
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DISCUSSION
There are several issues that merit discussion in this investigation since the
experimental design intended to examine the effect of radio frequency (RF) radiation
emitted by cell phone usage on live blood and the potential intervention of these
effects by the use of the noise field (MRET) polymer. Despite the control appearance
of all subjects in this investigation, the unshielded cell phone effects consistently led
to documented findings of rouleau and erythrocyte aggregation and a far more
abnormal haematological appearance. The addition of the noise field polymer
(shielded) consistently led to the elimination of these effects and in most cases a
haematological appearance that was more optimal than the control. This finding has
been corroborated by previous work. 52
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The relationship between function capillary density and erythrocyte
aggregation has been established. 53 Therefore one must consider the potential
decrease in efficiency of blood to carry out the normal functions when under the
influence of cell phone usage due to erythrocyte aggregation. Conversely the
subsequent optimization of function or return to homeostasis when the noise field
catalyst is in place must be considered. A functional magnetic resonance imaging
study involving cell phone usage effects on cerebral-vascular blood flow
demonstrated findings similar to the extrapolated findings of erythrocyte aggregation:
decreased cerebral-vascular blood during cell phone use and a return to normal
(control) blood flow during cell phone usage with the noise field polymer in place.54
Blood flow achieved a return to control status when the cell phone had the MRET
noise field technology in place.
The effects of RF radiation have been linked to many diseases and disorders 55
and a relationship has been established to the potential for even greater physiological
damage. 56 57 Since noise fields function via a temporally incoherent mechanism that
has demonstrated the ability to alter the perception of the damaging radiation wave, 58
59 60
one must assume that not only have there been changes mediated by the noise
field polymer to the live blood constituents’ spatial orientation, but that other effects
and subsequent physiological implications and health risks that were not evaluated in
the realm of this study were also reduced or eliminated. 61 The significance of the
change in any resultant parameter of an investigation yields a physiological indicator
which can then be used merely to interpret the validity of whether or not a change has
occurred. The subsequent interpretation of the nature of this change, based on
reproducibility will give us insights into the value of the phenomena.
There has been much controversy over the use of phase contrast or darkfield
microscopy and according to the FDA, these techniques must not be used for
diagnostic purposes. Always drawn into question is the consistency and ability of the
investigating practitioner and for the purposes of this study, a microscopist with many
years experience was responsible for the drawing of all samples and the preparation of
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all slides. All slides were examined in the central areas and no analyses were made
on the edges or peripheral portions of the slide. All cover glasses were dropped onto
the samples to eliminate or minimize any distortions or artefacts in the sample.
There are other methods to determine erythrocyte aggregation. Erythrocyte
aggregation can be quantified using a photometric rheoscope (Myrenne
Aggregometer; Myrenne GmbH, Rötgen, Germany) and based on the findings of this
investigation further investigation using this technique is suggested. 62
There were other individual findings and inclusions in many of the samples
indicative of health related issues that were not present as a result of the cell phone
usage and although the appearance of many of them were ameliorated in some
capacity through the use of the polymer in conjunction with the cell phone, all
findings are beyond the scope of this paper. Bearing in mind that researchers have not
been able to determine the actual physiological mechanisms or incubation periods
involved in the disease process for many cancers 63 , and the fact that there is a
documented relationship between cell phone usage and brain tumours 64 , one must
consider that the strategic functions of blood may play a probable cause in this
relationship especially if a dynamic change occurs under radio frequency radiation
influence.
CONCLUSION
The interpretation of the darkfield microscopic evaluation imaging results
verified that cell phone usage causes erythrocyte aggregation and rouleau effects to
the blood samples of all subjects in this investigation. The intervention of the noise
field polymer (MRET), in the form of a cell phone chip, was responsible for a highly
significant if not total reduction of the abnormal erythrocyte effects caused by the
combination of emissions emanating from cellular phone use.
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